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ABSTRACT 
Thl~ study WB!!! designed to investigate the relatlon-
ship between age at time of ent-rance to Grrde I and later 
reading achievement. In most schoole of' the Province of 
Newfoundland, children who are six years o\d by December 31 
of the school year are eligible for admission to Grade I. 
The early entrants, ranging in age from rive years eight 
months to five yeare eleven months, are expected to partlcl-
pate with the late entrants, rsngln£ in age from six year!!! 
to !!Iix years eight months . Some educators are of the 
opinion that the lack of' maturl ty of many early entrants Ie 
a major cauee of' the f'al1ure of many of these children to 
make satisfactory progreee during the elementary school 
period . 
Since other variables , if not controlled , might 
influence the findings, the extent to which such fac tors as 
kindergarten experience, sex, and the socia-economic stBtus 
of the f8l1lily influence reading achievement was also 
investigated. 
Data for the study were gathered from selected ele-
mentary schools in the city of St . John's. The subjects 
were 320 eight-year-olds who had entered school in 1965, 
and who were at time of testing in Grade III, and 273 eleven-
year-olds who had entered school in 1962, and who were at 
time of testing in Grade VI. Both age groups included a 
1v 
number of' children who had begun school at the S8Me time 
their respective groups , but who had repeated a grade . 
Children who were six years o l d durln~ the period 
September to December following entrance tp Grade I 'Were 
classl1'led as early entrants . Children who were six years 
old during the period January to April preceding entrance 
to Grade I were c l assified 8S late entrants . Each group 
was f'urther divided according to sex , kindergarten experience, 
and socio - economic status . The Lorge-Thor ndi ke Int elligence 
Test and the Revised Nelson Reading Test were administered 
to all the children in the sample . 
Al though data are given 1'or the sampl e as a whole , 
statistical analysis was peri'ormed on a random sampl e of 
160 . 
The research hypotheses were tested by analysis of 
covariance . None of the interactions between the various 
factors- - age, sex , kindergarten experience , and socio-
economic status --were found to be significant. Significant 
differences were found between the reading achievement of 
early and late entrants , favouring the late entrants. 
Significant differences were also found between the reading 
achievement of children 1n the h i gh and l ow socio-economic 
brackets, favouring those from high socio- economic back-
grounds. Differences in reading achievement due to kinder-
garten exper1ence and to sex were not slgnif'icant . 
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Educators are becoming increasingly a{.,are of the 
importance of the early years in the educational pr ocess . 
They stress the importance of giving children a good 
start so that each chi l d may be prepared to make the bes t 
possible use of his educational opportunities . l They state 
that the early years a r e the foundation year s and the 
progress of' the child in these years 1s a major determinant 
of his later success . 
There are many who claim that children should begin 
their formal education at an earl ier age . They claim that 
children today are more 'ready' to profit from earl y school 
experience than children of a generation ago . On the other 
hand , others state that a suf'flcient stage of physica l 
matur! ty is necessary before effective lear n i ng i s possib l e . 
They stress that although learning can be accelerated by 
people and things in the child's environment, the steps in 
maturation can be neither telescoped nor ski pped. 
1 
C. A. Chandler , "The IfIlportance of the Early Years , " 
Childhood Education, XXXIX (September, 1962) , pp . 3 - $ ; also Ir.w. Worth , W. T. Fagan , and E. r1: . King , Before 6 : A Report 
on the Alberta Earl Childhood Educatio~(Alberta: 
er a c 00 rus ees Assoc at on , ). 
2 
While this study will not attempt to examine the 
controversial issue of' readiness , it may be contended that 
a fair percentage of chl1dre;; entering s9hoo1 each year 
lack the maturity and the background nec,ssary to cope 
with the demands made on them during the fi r st years of 
formal instruction. Research by the Gesell Institut e of 
Child Development revealed that "from 9 pe r cent to 31 per 
cent of the children in Kindergarten, first and second 
grades were comple t ely unready for thei r grades , and from 
32 per cent to 40 per cent more were questionabl y ready" . 2 
In discussing the problem of 'overplacement I as postulated 
by 11g and Ames of the Institute , Gerras 3 states that 
although some chi l dren may be secure , mature , and int e l-
ligent enough , even at five , to take on the forma l instruc-
tion of first grade , such children are rare . He estimates 
that not one boy in a hundred is ready for first grade 
before the age of six and a half . Girls , who are con-
sistently about six months ahead of boys i n their devel-
opment at t his stage , do a little better . 
2 J •W• Baldwin , "A Good Start in School--A Chi l d 1s Right," 
The Elementary School Journal. LXVIII (May . 1968) . p . 388 . 
30 • Gerras , "School Too Soon }teans Troub l e , " The Sign , 
May . 1967. pp . 11 -13 . 
r 
3 
In view of the fact that a primary child's academic 
progress is usually measured m~~nly in terms of reading 
. ) 
achievement, and that failure to master re8dlng at this 
level can have far-reaching effects, it is' important that 
factors which may bear Borne relationship to school readl-
ness, and hence to achievement in reading, be given careful 
consideration . 
II. THE PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The major purpose of the study is to investigate the 
relationship between age at entrance to school and later 
school achievement in reading. More specifically, the 
present study investigates the differences in reading 
ach ievement between younger and older school entrants at 
the end of Grades III and VI . 
Since other variables, if not controlled, might influ-
ence the findings, the study seeks to determine the extent 
to which such factors as kindergarten experience , sex, and 
the Bocio-economic background of the pupil are related to 
r eading achievement . 
III. IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY 
The relatively low level of reading achievement in many 
Newfoundland schools, especially in the area of reading , 
4 
the high dropout rates, and the large number of pupils 
retained in the grades are mat~~rs of much concern to all 
those engaged in the field of education In}this Province. 
A study4 carried out by the Department of Education, and 
reported by the Royal Commission on Education and Youth, 
revealed that in 1964, 56 percent of the Grade IX students 
tested were reading below grade level; 27 percent had a 
reading level below Grade VII. Analysis showed that a 
positive relationship existed between the size and type of 
school and the level of achievement . 
A sl~11ar surveyS carried out by the Department during 
the school year 1964-65 involved ten percent samples of all 
students in the Province in Grades IV and VI . Of the Grade 
IV students tested, 22 percent failed to reach the norm (4.1) 
in vocabulary; 21 percent were below the norm in comprehen-
sion. The median in the Vocabulary test was 3 . 2$ . In the 
Comprehension test it was 3 . 3 . In Grade VI the results were 
similar, more than half the students being eight to nine 
months below the expected norm. As in the previous study, 
there was a positive relationship between size of school 
and l evel of achievement . 
~ePlrt of the Royal Commission on Education and 
Youth, Vo ume I, Province of Newfoundland and Labrador, 
19b(, p. 43. 
5Ibid • 
5 
The Royal Commission on Education and Youth conducted 
a stUdy6 of achievement in the .~choo l s of the Province of 
Newfoundland in relation to size and type ~f school, and 
teacher qual i fications . Grades VIII and ~I wer e se l ected 
for the study. Al though at the Grade VII I leve l the sampl e 
as a whole yie l ded test resul ts only slightly be l ow the 
norms , the achievement level in the smaller schoo l s in 
remote areas fell far below . The larger elementary school s , 
on the other hand , were slightly above the test norms in 
level of achievement . I n all instances , the biggest weak-
nesses were in the aree of reading comprehension and 
arithmetic problem- solving . The level of achievement i n 
large elementary schoo l s outside St . J ohn ' s was found to be 
higher than that for central high schools or comparable size . 
This may be explained by the fact that the large elementary 
schools are found in less isolated areas . The Report a l so 
notes that the qualifica t ions of t eachers of Grades VIII 
in the large e l ementary schoo l s were higher than those of 
teachers of Grade VIII in central high schools . At the 
Grade XI leve l , test scores compared favourab l y l.,.ith the 
norms. This should not be surprising in view of the fact 
that onl y the fittest (approximate l y 40 per cent ) of our 
stUdents reach Grade XI . 
6 Ibid •• p . 38 . 
6 
The relationship between age and grade , as reflected 
in the large number of students overage for their grade , 
has also been noted . The age - grade table tor the year 
ending June . 1965. shows that while 72 per~ent of the 
Grade I girls were of the normal age --slx years- - percentages 
decreased from grade to grade until by Grade IX only 40 
percent were of normal age - -fourteen years . The boys fared 
even worse, with only 34 percent of the Grade IX's being of 
normal age.? 
A report8 issued by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics 
(1966) . and reported by the Royal Conmission on Education 
and Youth, concerning repeaters for all the provinces shows 
that for the year 1963- 64. Newfoundland had the highest 
percentage of repeaters In Grades II , IX , and X; the second 
highest percentage In Grades III , IV, and V· the third 
highest 1n Grades VI , VII , and VIII; and the rourth highest 
in Grade XI . 
The relationship between educational achievement and 
the socio - economic status or the rrumily and communi ty as 
measured by the level of literacy, per capi t a income , size 
of connnunlty and size of family , has al so been noted . In a 
7H•W• Kitchen . "Increasing the Supply of Qualified 
Teachers , " NTA Journal, LVIII (DeceMber , 1966), p . 21 . 
8Report of the Royal Commission on Education and 
youth . ~ •• p . 37 . 
7 
recent research paper, Kltchen9 stated that the educational 
patterns of retention, completion, and retardation in the 
grades are linked with the soc~al and ecoJomlc patterns. 
He stressed the importance of counteracting the influences 
on school children and pre-school children of adult 111it-
eracy in the home and comrm.ml ty. 
Previous studies have, then, analysed various aspects 
of the problem of low achievement in the Province in relation 
to size and type of school , teacher qualifications , and the 
socia-economic status of the family and community . The age-
grade relationship and the sex factor have also been noted . 
There is, however , a complete absence of research into the 
relationship between age at entrance and l ater school 
achievement . 
The writer belives it is important to investigate the 
relationship between reading achievement and chronological 
age at the time of entrance. It is the writer's contention 
that a significant number of children are overplaced right 
from the time of their entrance into Grade I, that they 
progress haltingly through the grades, underachieving in 
many cases, repeating grades in others, and in still others, 
joining the long list of school dropouts. 
9H•W• Kitchen, riA preliminary Study of Demographic and 
Socia- Economic Factors in the Atlantic Provinces and their 
Relationships to Measures of Educational Output,!! 
(unpublished Report , October , 1967). 
r 8 
There is also an absence of research into the relatlon-
ship between kindergarten experience and school achievement. 
A planned kindergarten year might pave the way for later 
' ; ) 
school success. It might make possible thp identification 
of potential failures, and early identification could go a 
long way towards preventing failure and reducing the need 
for later remedial measures. 
These are some of the questions that demand continuous 
research and deliberation. This study attempts to provide 
data which will help to provide answers to some of them. 
IV. HYPOTHESES 
Consideration of the relationship between the factors 
involved in the study--age at time of entrance , sex, klnder-
gar ten experience, and the socio-economic status of the 
farnily--and later reading achievoment has led to the formu -
lation of a number of hypotheses. These hypotheses may be 
stated as follows: 
Hypothesis 1 . Late entrants are superior to early entrants 
in reading achievement at the end of Grade 
III and Grade VI . 
Hypothesis 2. Girls surpass boys in reading achievement 
at the end of Grade III and Grade VI . 
Hypothesis 3. Children with kindergarten experience are 
superior in reading achievement to children 
who have not had such experience at the end 
of Grade III and Grade VI. 
f' 9 
Hypothesis 4. The reading achievement of ear l y entrants 
with kindergarten experience surpasses the 
reading achievement of earl y entrants who 
' ; ) 
have not had such experlenc~ . 
Hypothesis 5. The reading achievement of children from high 
socio- economic backgrounds I s superior to the 
reading achievement of children from l ow 
Bocio-economic backgrounds . 
Hypothesis 6 . There Is a greater difference in reading 
achievement between the kindergarten pupil 
and the non- kindergarten pupi l in the l ow 
socio- economic bracket then be t ween the k l ndor-
gar ten pupil and t he non- kindergarten pupil in 
the high socio- economic bracket . 
10 
V. PROCEDURE 
The Bubjects of the study were drawn from fourteen 
elementary school s in the city of St . John ' s . Eight of these 
schools had provision for kindergartenj six did not . The 
students were from every socio- economic leve l, ranging from 
Class I to Class 7 on the Bllshen Scale . 
There were 287 children in the Grade III sampl e and 
216 in the Grade VI sample . Also included in the testing 
lOChapter III , entitled "Collection and Treatment of the 
Data , " contains a detailed description of the procedures used 
in selecting schools , students , tests, as well as a 
description of the statistical design . 
t' 
10 
were 33 eight-year-elds and 57 eleven-yeAr-aids who had 
entered Grade I at the same time .. as the children In the 
. ) 
sample but who repeated a grade. This was done In order to 
ascertain which age group Is more likely ta'ba retained in 
the grades. These children were not included in the 
statistical analysis . 
VI . LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
The study focused on the relationship between age at 
entrance to Grade I and reading achievement In Grades III 
and VI . The relationship between reading achievement and 
the factors of sex , kindergarten experience , and socio-
ec onomic status was also investigated. Although the effect 
of intelligence on reading achievement Is recognized, no 
attempt was made to analyse the results for the various 
intelligence levels. Intelligence was controlled through 
the analysis of covariance . 
The study did not include the investigation of such 
factors as type of kindergarten program, sise of school , 
teacher qualifications, and the like. Undoubtedly these ere 
major factors in reading achievement . Neither was there any 
attempt to investigate pupil achievement in areas other than 
re ading . 
11 
Since, in thl~ Province, chronological age Ie used as 
the sale criterion for ad~lss1op to school, the relatlon-
. ) 
ship between mental age at time of entrance and later 
reading achievement was not investigated. ' 
VII. EXPLANATIOn OF TERMS 
Age at entrance. This term refers to the chronological 
age of the child on September 1 of the year of admission to 
Grade I. 
Late entrants. Children whose sixth birthday falls 
within the period January to April preceding entrance to 
Grade I are referred to as late entrants. The age range for 
this group i. 6 years 5 months to 6 years 8 months. 
Ear ly entrants. Children whose sixth birthday falls 
within the period September to December following entrance 
to Grade are referred to as early entrants. The age range 
for this group is 5 years 8 months to 5 years 11 months. 
Socia-economic status. For purpose~ of this study, the 
socio-economic status of the f'amily is based on the occupa-
tional level of the father. The Blishen Scale 1s used to 
determine the occupational level. 
High socio-economic background. Children whose fathers 
fall in classes one, two, three, and four on the Blishen 
Scale are classified as coming fro~ high socio-economic back-
ground . (High SES). 
12 
Low socio-economic background. Children whose fathers 
fall in classes five and six of the Bllahen Scale are 
classified as coming from low S~~10-economl~ background . 
(Low SES). 
Repeaters. Children who are one year overage for their 
grade, who began school the same year as the non-repeaters 
being tested, and who have repeated or are repeating a grade 
are referred to as repeaters. 
Elght-year - olds , Eleven- year - alds. Whenever repeaters 
are included , as in the descriptive analysis in Chapter IV , 
the children are categorized according to age --elght-year -
alds and e leven-year-alda. 
Grade III , Grade VI . Whenever repeaters are excluded 
from the study, as in the statistical analysis of the data 
In Chapter V, the children are categorized according to 
grade--Grade III, Grade VI . 
VIII . ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS 
A review of the literature and related stUdies follows 
in Chapter II. Chapter III gives the design of the study. 
This is followed by a descriptive analysis of the data in 
Chapter IV. Chapter V gives a report of the statistical 
treatment of the data together with a discussion of the 
findings. Chapter VI contains a summary and conclusions . 
CHAPTER II f' 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The purpose of this chapter Is to summarize some of the 
' ; 
research findings which relate school achl1vement to age at 
time of entrance, kindergarten experience , land the 90c10-
economic status of the family. Research related to the 
sex factor Is also included. 
I. ENTRANCE AGE AND ACHIEVEMENT 
A survey of the literature and related stUdies reveals 
seemingly conflicting findings on the value of early 
admission to school. 
In an article entitled "At What Age 1s a Child Ready 
for School?", Gelles and Couleanl state that children of 
average intelligence younger than six years of age have 
small chance of succe~s in first grade. They suggest that 
premature experience in learning to read may tinge the 
child t ! whole outlook with defeati~m. They contend that, 
although many younger children may be able to keep up with 
the older children, they often do ~o at the co~t of social, 
phYSical, or academic malajustment, which appears years later. 
IH.M. Gelles and M. C. Cou1~on, "At What A e Is a Child 
Ready for School?" School Executive , LXXVIII ~AUgUst , 1959), 
PP. 29-31, cited by R.V. Hail, "Does Entrance Age Affect 
Achievement?" Elementary School Journal, LXIII (April, 1963), 
P. 392. 
t' 14 
To ascertain the effect of age at time of entrance on 
achievement in ele~entary schoo~~ Klng2 compared a group of 
) 
younger entrants (average age five years, t~n months) with 
older entrants (averags age six years and seven months) . 
The groups were compared on achievement, progress through 
the grades , attendance, and personal and social adjustment 
to the end of Grade VI. The average IQ of the younger group 
was significantly higher than that of the older group. It 
was found that the majority of children who entered Grade 
before the chronological age of six years did not achieve 
grade level while the majority of older students achieved 
beyond grade level standards. The scores of children in the 
younger group ranged from Grade 3 . 8 to Grade 9 . 6 with approxi-
mately 61 percent falling below grade level. The corresponding 
range for the older children was from Grade 5 . 4 to Grade 11 . 3 
with only 24 percent falling below the norm . The mean score 
of the younger group was 6 . 2; that of the older group was 
7.68. There were more repeaters among the younger group _ 
Of the eleven repeaters tested, ten were in the younger 
category. Seven of the repeaters were boys . 
2I~B. :ICing, "Effect of Age of Entrance into Grade I 
upon Achievement in Elementary School , " Elementary School 
~, LV (February, 1955), pp . 331-336. 
15 
Co~parlson of the average daily attendance for the 
groupS showed a mean difference of 17 . 6 more days of 
attendance for the older group . It was als~ found that the 
younger entrants showed more indications of/Poor personal 
and social adjustment in school . 
The study would seem to indicate that having attained 
a few additional months of chronological age at the begin-
ning of Grade I Is an important factor in a child 1 s ability 
to cope with the demands that the school necessarily makes 
upon him. 
A study by Carter) of the effect of early school 
entrance on academic achievement indicates that the older 
child has the advantage over the younger one when given the 
same school experiences . The factor of chronological age 
was found to have more effect on boys in relation to achieve-
ment than on girls. According to this study. 87 percent of 
the underage children (less than 6 years on September 1) did 
not equal the scholastic achievement of normal age children 
(6 or more on September 1). 
3L•B• Carter. liThe Effect of Early School Entrance on 
the Scholastic Achievement of Elementary School Children in 
the Austin Public Schools," Journal of Educational Research. 
L (October, 1956), pp. 91-103 . 
16 
In a study of the school progress and adjustment of 
underage and overage students, Baer4 matched 73 younger 
' ; ) 
children (birthdays in November and December) with 73 older 
children (birthdays In January and February~, all of whom 
had had kindergarten experience. It Is interesting to note 
that the comparison was made In the eleventh year of school. 
The findings are Bunnn8rlzed here. 
As a group , the overage children made 
better school progress than did the 
underage children. The overage children, 
from Xlndergarten through Grade ten, made 
significantly higher marks In subjects, 
significantly higher scores on echieve-
ment tests in reading, arithmetic and 
socIal studies, were rated significantly 
higher on personal traits by their 
teachers and were significantly more 
:~~~:~~~u~r~~ ~~;~!ai~!~ ~~g~;:~eP~~;el.5 
It should be noted that the underage children made 
average school progress. However, since both groups were 
selected on the basis of intelligence (average IQ or each 
group about Ill) "a better than average performance may 
legitimate l y be expected for either group on certain of the 
measures used. ,,6 
--4---
C.J. Baer , "The Schoo l Progress and Adjustment of 
Underage and Overage Students," Journal of Educational 
Psycho1o~, XLIX (February, 1958), pp. 17-19. 
5Ibid ., p. 19. 
6.Th!!!. 
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Halliwell and Stein? made a comparison of the achleve-
ment of early and late school starters in Grades IV and VI . 
The findings indicated that early starters ~ere signifi -
cantly poorer in achiev.ement than were late; starters. An 
interesting finding, similar to that reported by Baer , 
revealed that the mean grade level equivalents of the early 
starters, though inferior to those of the older group , were 
still above grade level. These researchers see important 
implications in this for schools adopting an individual 
approach to school entrance . Since many bright , though 
younger, children are succeeding in school , there msy be some 
justification for admitting them early . Yet the results of 
the study would seem to indicate that although such children 
may do well compared with older children of less ability, 
they may not do nearly as well as older chi l dren of similar 
abil1ty . 
In reviewing the literature on entrance age and school 
success, Halliwell reports two studies, one by Birch , 8 
7J •W• Halliwell and B. W. Stein, ITA Comparison of the 
Achievement of Early and Lete School Starters in Reading 
Related and Non- Reading Related Areas in Fourth and Fifth 
Grodes," Elementary Engl1sh , XLI (October , 1964) , pp . 631- 639 . 
8J •w. Birch , "Early Admission for Mentally Advanced 
Children," Exceptional Children, XXI (December, 1954) , pp. 
84-87, cited by J . W. Halliwell, IIReviewing the Reviews on 
Entrance Age and School Success , l1 The Journal of Educational 
Research, L (May- June, 1966) , pp . 395-401. 
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another by cone,9 recommending early admission for mentally 
advanced children. Birch found that the younger children 
made satisfactory progress, wh1~e Cone repprts that the 
~ 
younger entrants made better grades than d.id the average 
I 
children. Neither study, however, compared the achievement 
of early entrants with that of normal entrants of similar 
ability. Another study cited, that by Green and Slmmons,lO 
compared the actual achievement of the early entrants (mean 
IQ - Ill) with their probable achievement had their admission 
to school been delayed. It was found that although in read-
ing achievement, early entrants were apprOXimately seven 
months behind children of similar IQ who had entered school 
at the normal age, they were three months ahead of what they 
probably would have been had their entrance been delayed. 
On the basis of this finding, these researchers concluded 
that the adve.ntages of delayed entrance were not real . 
Halliwell disagreed. To him the fundamental question was 
whether early entrance was really worthwhi l e . He concluded 
his review of the research with this statement : 
9H•K• Cone, "Brookline Admits Them Early , " Nation's 
~, LV (March, 1955), pp . 46-47, cited by J-.W--.----
Halliwell , "Reviewing the Reviews on Entrance Age and School 
Success,1I The Journal of Educational Research, L (May-June , 
1966), pp . 395-401. 
10 
D. R. Green and S . V. Simrrlons, "Chronological Age and 
School Entrance," Elementary School Journal , LXIII (October, 
1962), pp . 41-47 , cited by Halliwell , ~. 
I' 
In view of the facts, that at every grade 
level the early entrant Is approximately 
seven months behind his control in 
achievement, that despfte the extrf year 
of school the early entrant is on11 three 
months super! or in achievement to ,the 
regular entrant at a particular age . . • 
the advantages of postponing early 
:~!r~~:e~~l~i~~~d~~~~~ ~~~g~:~; ~:ai~J:! 
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Bevington,12 in a study of the effect of age at time 
of entrance into Grade I on subsequent reading achievement, 
found no significant difference between the underage entrant s , 
admitted on the basis of mental age , and the normal age 
entrants who were unselected . An examination of the intelli -
genee scores, however , revealed that the underage students 
were superior to the normal age students in mental ability. 
It might be expected, therefore, that they would have a 
higher standard of achievement . Bevington suggested that 
this inability of the underage students to reach higher 
standards could be attributed to the fact that they were a 
little younger . Hence they were not physically mature 
enough to reach levels of attainment commensurate with their 
llJ . W. Halliwell , IIReviewing the Reviews on Entrance 
Age and School Success , " The Journal of Educational Research, 
L (May-June , 1966), pp . 395-401. 
lZw . G. Bevington, UEffect of Age at Time of Entrance 
into Grade I on Subsequent Achievement," (unpublished Master ' s 
thesis, The University or Alberta , 1957) . 
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mentel abilities. Yet he concluded that chronological age 
at time of entrance had no effect on subseqyent achievement . 
Chronological age at entrance to Grade~ I may be of more 
significance for boys than for gIrls . I It is a well-
established physiological and psychological ract that boys 
usually develop more slowly than girls , yet the difference 
in maturity Is not taken into account in setting entrance 
requirements . In an article entitled, "Let ' s Give Boys a 
Break", Pauleyl) suggests that if boys were adrd tted to 
school six months or so later than girls , there would be 
less frustration for boys , their parents , and their teachers , 
and there would be fewer dropouts in high school because of 
failing or unsRtlsfactory work. A stUdy14 by the same 
Buthor revealed that boys consistentl y made lower grades , a 
fact which he attributes almost entirely to the slower 
maturation of boys. Si~ilar findings have al ready been 
noted in Carter's study . 
l3F •R• Pauley, "Let's Give Bo s a Break!" Phi Delta ~.ppaD ' XL (April , 1959) , pp . 281-~3 , cited by B.W. Cardon , 
Sex iff'erences in School Achievement ," The Elementary 
School Journal , LXVIII (May , 1968) , pp . 427 -433 . 
14 
, "Sex Differences and Legal School 
Entranc~e-,w"-'J=ou~r~n~a~l~o~r~·Educational ReseRrch , XLV (September, 
1951) , pp . 1-9 . 
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In a stUdy15 of the relationship between age of 
learning to read and sex, IntellJgence and reading achleve -
. ) 
mant , Anderson , Hughes , and Dixon found that 52 percent of 
the girls learned to read at an age when chi ldren are normal-
ly in Grade I . The same was true for only 33 . 8 percent of 
the boys. Girls excelled boys 6n reading readiness tests , 
got off to an earlier start in reading , and retained their 
advantage throughout the grades. The researchers concluded 
that these sex differences are perhaps best expl ained by 
the fact t hat girls mature more rapidly than boys and hence 
become ready for reading sooner. 
That girls have superior reading readiness skills 
even before school entrance Is attested to by carrOll16 and 
by Samuels , I? who concluded that later differences may be 
due to those initial readiness dIfferences . Balow , l8 too , 
l\.H. Anderson , B. O. Hughes , and W. R. Dixon , "Age 
of Learning to Read and Its Re l ation to Sex , Intelligence , 
and Reading Achievement in the Sixt h Grade " Journa l of 
Educational Research, XLIX (February, 19561 , pp . 447- 453 . 
l6M•W• Carroll , "Sex Differences in Reading Readiness 
at the First Grade Level , 1I Elementary English , XXV (October , 
1948), pp. 370-75 . 
17F •L• Samuels , "Sex Differences in Reading Achievement , " 
Journal of Educational Research , XJCLVI (April , 1943) , pp . 
>94-603 . 
181 • Balow , "Diff'erences in P'irst Grade Reading , " 
Elementary English, XL (March , 1963) , pp. 303- 6 . 
t' 
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found that girls tested significantly higher in r eading 
readiness . Holding reading read~ess constant , however , 
) 
there were no significant differences in achievement between 
boys and girls . 
Hall19 made a study of retention (retardation) to 
determine whether entrance age affected achievement and 
whether the age factor was more critical for boys or girls . 
Of the 12,800 elementary school pupils in the area studied 
(the Highline School District of Seattle), 80l had been 
retained . Further investigation showed that three times as 
many boys as gir l s had been retained . Of the boys retained , 
77 . 9 percent were underage (less than 6 - 6); the corresponding 
figure for girls was 80 percent . A further study of all 
third and sixth grade pupils showed that: 
1. Girls achieved at a higher level than boys , 
particularly in reading and language arts . 
2 . Overage boys and girls (6- 6 or more) 
achieved at a higher level than the under aged 
of their sex . 
19R•V. Hall , "Does Entrance Age Affect Achievement?lI , 
Elementary School Journal , LXIII (April , 1963) , 
PP. 391-396. 
f 
3. The underaged boys achieved at a lower 
level than any other.;group--ln BOr:1S cases, 
) 
they were two years behind the ~lder girls. 
4. Differences in achievement Incr~ased from 
the third to the sixth grade. 20 
On the basis of these results, Hall suggested delaying 
school entrance of boys from six months to a yeer. 
23 
Certain conclusions can be drawn f'ro1"l a review of these 
studies. That there Is a difference in the achievement of 
boys and girls seems quite evident. Most studies indicate 
that in terms of chronological age, the older child (the 
normal age child) has the advantage over the younger child 
in reading achievement. The value of early admission to 
formal school programa se8ms questionable. While some 
researchers and educators favor early admission for able 
children, it is frowned on by others. Yet the problem of 
overplace~ent resulting from lack of school readiness does 
exist. Until adequate testing is made possible, Dr. Louise 
Bates Ames 21 of the Gesell Institute advocates making six 
the minimum age for entry into first grade. She states 
20Ibid ., p. 394. 
2lc . Gerras, "School Too Soon l-Ieans Trouble, fI The Sign, 
May, 1967, pp. 11-13. 
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that this siMple requirement would eliMinate a potential 
source of unhappiness for ml11ipns of children . Children 
) 
ready for first grade at an earlier age wlUl lose nothing 
by waiting, while children who are not reddy really need 
this delay to protect their future . 
II. KINDERGARTEN AND ACHIEVEMENT 
The effect of kindergarten experience on academic 
achieveMent has been the subject of much re~earch . A number 
of such studies are reported by Worth , Fagan , and Klng. 22 
Pratt23 (1949) and Fast24 (1957) found children with kinder-
garten experience to be superior, at the end of first grade , 
to children without such experience . Olson25 (1962) in-
vestigated the effect of kindergarten experience on various 
phases of development includlne total readiness , academic 
22 
H. W. Worth , W.T . Fagan, and E. M. King , Before 6 : ~ 
Report on the Alberta Early Childhood Ed\lcatio~ 
(Alberta: The Alberta School Trustees ' Association , 1966) . 
23w•E• Pratt , "A Study of the Differences in the 
Prediction of Reading Success of Kindergarten and Non- Kinder-
garten Children , " Journal of Educational Research , XLII 
(March, 1949) , pp . 525-533 , cIted by Worth , et al. , ~., 
p . 24 . --
24 
I . Fast , "Kindergarten Training and First Grade 
Reading , " Journal of Educational PS!ChOlO~y, XLVIII (1957) , 
Pp. 52- 57, cited by Worth , a t al ., oc . c t . 
25 -- ----
L. C. Olson, "The Effects on Non- Public School Kinder-
garten Upon Pupils in the First Grade , " Disser t ation Abstracts , 
XXIII (1962) , p. 889 , cited by Worth , et al., loc o cit . 
25 
readiness , maturity, effort, citizen rating, and so on . 
Although the kindergarten children were found to be superior 
", 
to the non-kindergarten children in total readiness , there 
were no significant differences between th, groups for the 
other phases of development . A study by Fox26 revealed 
that kindergarten experience does not significant l y affect 
either school readiness or Achievement in the primary gr ades. 
Halnes27 tested elementary pupils at various grade levels 
to determine the effect of kindergarten experience on echleve-
ment in the areas of reading and arithmetic . Although the 
arithmetic scores were significantly higher for the kinder-
garten group in Grades II and V, there were no significant 
differenc es in the reading scores of the kinder garten and 
non-kindergarten groups . The children studied were matched 
on intelligence. On the other hand, MCHugh28 evaluated the 
26 
R. B. Fox and M. Powell , "EvaluRting Kinde r garten 
Experiences , " Reading Teacher , XVIII (November , 1964) , 
PP . 118-120 , cited by Worth , at a1 ., ~., p . 25 . 
27 
L.E . Haines , "The Effect of Kindergarten Experience 
upon Academic Achievement in the Elementary Grades" 
(unpublished Doctoral disser tation, The Universi t y of 
Connecticut , 1960) , cited by Worth , et a1 ., op. cit ., p . 28 . 
28 ----
L. McHugh , "An Evaluation of the Effectiveness of a 
Planned Kindergarten Program" (unpublished Doctoral 
dissertation, Bo.ton University , 1959) , cited by M. Mindes. 
and A. V. Keliher , "Review of Research Related to the 
Advantages of Kindergarten, lI Childhood Education , XLIII 
(May, 1967) , p . 508 . 
" 
t 26 
effectiveness of a planned kindergarten program and conclud-
ed that, at the end of Grade III, children who had been 
expOsed to such a program were s:perior in ~oth reading and 
arithne tlc achievement to those who had not _ 
In studying the influence of early social environment 
on school adaptation, Deutsch29 indicates that children 
who have had kindergarten experience are more likely to cope 
apprOpriately with the kinds of things the school demands 
Intel~ectual1y than are children who have not had this 
exper~ence. It was also shown that kindergarten or other 
pre-Sthool experience was associated with higher group Intel-
ligent e test scores. 
~n 1958-59, the British Columbia Department of Education 
condu~ted a stUdy30 of some 22,000 public-school children in 
the P~imary grades. The effect o~ kindergarten attendance 
Was s~udied in relation to report card ratings, adaptation 
to th~ school situation, intelligence, achievement in Grade 
II, a~d retardation and acceleration in Grades I - III. 
~9M. Deutsch, lIEarly Social Environment: Its Influence 
on SC~ool Adaptation, II in D. Schreiber (ed.), The School 
Dro~ (Washington: National Education Association, 1954), 
PP. -100, cited by B.S. Bloom, A. Davis and R. Hees, 
Com e~sator Education For Cultural De)rivation (New York: 
o t, ine art and ns on, nc . , 1966 , p. 102 . 
:so C.B. Conway, A Study of ~lndergarten and Non-~~arten Children. EducatIonal Research InstItute of 
r ti~ Columbia, January, 1968 . 
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Re~ults showed thftt teacherst ratings were generally higher 
for kindergarten PUPils. Adaptation to school was found to 
be related to klnde~garten exper~eDce and to the sex fsctor, 
60 percent of' the ) ~e11-adapted pupil. beine girl. while 
70 percent of' the Poorly-adapted pupil. we~e boy.. Intel-
ligence also was t'O'Und to be related to kindergarten ex-
perience. In aChieVement, girls outscored boys of the same 
mental age, the le~at superiority being in arithmetic. The 
kindergarten children were Superior to non-kindergarten 
children, while the children from private kindergartens out-
scored those from P~bllc kindergartens. However, as noted 
in the study, the g~oups were not equated for home back-
ground, and no data were Collected on the number of hours of 
kindergarten 
attendance, or on the amount of number work and 
reading done in the private kindergartens. In Grades I,ll, 
and III, retardatloh 
~ ! figure~ were higher for non-kindergarten 
children of both ~exes than for thoee with kindergarten 
experience .. 
Another stud 31 
Y by the same Department in 1959 involving 
the Grade VII POPUlation revealed only slight dif'f'erences in 
aChievement among comparable mental age groups. There were, 
however, some 1 
3 gnlticant differences, all in favor of 
children with kinde~garten experience. 
31 -
British C 1 
in Grade Seven RO Umbia Department of Education, Achievement 
Vision of TestelQted to Kinder arten Attendance (Victoria: 
Worth, et al s, Standards and Researc, 9, cited by ~ •• ~ •• PP. 27-28. 
28 
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Studies related to the kindergarten factor are , then , 
as conflicting as those researching the age factor . We 
may, however , conclude that while t~ere 1s considerable 
evidence that kindergarten experience has a Popitive 
influence on achievement there is no evidence ithat such 
experience has a harmful effect . 
III. THE SOCIa- ECONOMIC FACTOR AND ACHIEVEMENT 
Today , with the accent on education for all , there 1s 
much concern among educators and others about the influence 
of socio - econoP11c status on the academic achievement of 
schoo l pupils . This influence is reflected not only in 
Bcademic success or failUre , but in such related areas as 
attitudes towards education , career expectations and edu-
cational opportunity, intelligence , school attendance , 
dropouts and the like . 
The cultural and SOcial background of the family has 
a significan t impact on attitudes towards educati on and 
hence an impact on t he school achievement of the child . 
Parental attitudes , in particular , are of great importance 
in influencing the desire of the child to achieve in school . 
Parents often contribute to the educational process by 
helping children with their school work , and by providing 
information and experiences that supplement those that the 
29 
Child 1s haVing in school . It 1s obvious , of course , that 
the level 01' participation of the parents in the teaching 
P:t-ocess depends on their educational level, and :for this 
" -' ) ~aBon , chi l dren from higher s oc lo-economlo~ backgrounds are 
l.l.ke l y to have a significant advantage . 
In comparing parental attitudes towards e ducation with 
the t'sml 1y ' s socio - economic status , Stendler32 found that 
l.ower - class parents fai l ed to visit the school , when invited , 
to discuss their children's work , While middle-c l ass par ents 
~ere more inclined to do so , indicating more pressure for 
$.(!hlevBrnent at the middle - class level. 
There is increasing evidence to show that academic 
t'al1ure is not just 8. matter of low intelligence and in-
Q.<:lequate motivati on but that a direct relationship exists 
between achievement and soc1al position , with the fa i l i ng 
~l:>oup being drawn predominantly from the lower socio -
~~onomlc groups . In assessing the effect of early environ-
lttental experiences in the learning process , Deutch33 stated 
...... '--)-2- - --
.I\. C. B. Stendl er , "Social Class Differences in Parental 
t. ttitudes TO\olards School at Grade Level , " cited by T. E. 
~1nton and D. F . Swlf't, "Soclal Class and Ninth Grade 
~ducational Achievement , " The Alberta Journal of Educational 
~search , IX (September , 1963) , p . 159 . 
33M• Deutch , "The Disadvantaged Child and the Learning ~ocess , 1I in A . H. Passow (ed . ) , Education in Depressed Areas I:I~ew York: Teachers College , COlumbia uni versity , 1963) , 
}loll . 16)-180 , ci t ed by Bloom, et a1., Compensatory Education 
~r Cultural Deprivation (New'Yo'r'k : Holt , Rinehart and 
lnston , Inc ., 1966), p . 101. 
30 
that the lower class child cornea to the school situation 
so poorly prepared to cope with the deJ11ands the school makes 
upon him that initial failures are almost 1rev! tabl e 6 
the school experience becomes negatively l"a1;her than 
posl tlvely reinforced . 
Thus 
Sexton34 (1961) found achievement and IQ test scores 
to be directl y related to fami l y income , low income being 
associated wi t h low scores . A stUdy35 carried out by Linton 
and Swift of the University of Alberta round a strong 
re l ationship between social class and the IQ of the student , 
between social class and schoo l performance . The major 
f'indlngs of the study are sUlllJ'Ilsrlzed here: 
1 . There is a strong relationship between social 
class and school performance . 
2 . Sons of manual workers have a relatively poor 
chance of .successful academic achievement . 
3 . There appears to be a r elationship between 
joint parental income and school performance 
wi thin the social c l ass . 
34p • Sexton , Education and Income (New York : Viking 
PrAss , 1961) , cited by T. E. Linton and D. F . Swift , "Social 
Class and Ninth Grade Educational Achievement ," The Alber ta 
Journal of Educational Research , IX (September , 1963) , p . 1.59 . 
3SLinton and Swift , ~., pp . 157- 167 . 
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Bloom36 01 tea research that has demonstrated that for 
children growing up under adverse condi tlon; , the IQ may 
be depressed by a slgnl1'lcant amount and tHat intervention 
at certain points , especially in the period' from ages three 
to nine , can raise the IQ by as much as fifteen points . He 
suggests that the aspects of the home environment whi ch S 8 8m 
to be more significant in affecting the level of measured 
intelligence and the achievement of the child may be 
descr i bed as "involving provisions ror general l earning , 
models and helps in language development and parental stimu-
lation and concern for achievement and learning on the part 
of the child . ")? It is , then , the adul ts in the home who 
seem to stimulate the child's intellectual development . If , 
however , as research indicates , a large proportion or our 
students come rrom homes in which the adults have a minimal 
level of education , from homes in which there is very Ii ttle 
interac t i on between children and adults , both the Intel-
lectual development and the language development so 
essential to school progress suffers. Awareness or this has 
led to many compensatory types of' programs , such as 
36B•S • Bloom, A. Davis and R. Hees , Compensatory 
Education For Cultural Deprivation (New York: Holt , Rinehart 
and Winston , Inc ., 1966) , p. 12 . 
37~. 
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Headstart In the United States, designed lias Ii means of 
having disadvantaged children overcome the handicap of not 
having experiences In their out-of-school epvlrorunent ll 
which stimulate them to develop mentally, 6ptotionally and 
socIally lito the level that would be considered normal ror 
their chronologIcal age. ,,)8 
That enriched pre-school experiences for lower-class 
children do have beneficial effects Is attested to by a 
number of studies . Strodbeck39 found that Ie( scores of 
culturally disadvantaged ohildren were raised 6 . 9 points and 
verbal intelligence 20 points or more after only thirteen 
weeks of stlI1lUlatlng nursery school experience . A study of' 
the Baltimore Headstsrt Program reported by the same author 
showed that children gained significantly in intelligence 
(8 - 10 points) in a period of six weeks. 
Hill and Giammatteo , 4 0 investigating the relationship 
between socio-economic status and school achievement , found 
38Worth , ~., ~., p. 53 . 
39 . 
F . L. Strodbeck, "The Reading Readiness Nursery: Short -
Term Social Intervention Technique , Summary of Progress 
~;P~~i:a~~~i~~~~: m~~~~:;a:~~~~~l~~ie~a~~r~i~~~ ~s u~~~e~:ii~er , 
., p . 506 . 
40E• H• Hil l and M.e. Giammatteo, "Socio- economic Status 
and its Relationship to School Achievement in the Elementary 
School , " Elementary English, XL (March , 1963) , PPo 265- 270 . 
33 
that chl1drentroIll higb socia-economic backgrounds were 
eight months ahead of children tram low soc~o-economlC 
families in vocabulary and eleven months in: problem solving. 
The overall average showed 8 difference of 'seven l"lonths 
between the groups. 
curry41 compared the achievement of children of similar 
intelligence but differing socia-econoMic status. Although 
there were no significant dlf'ferences in the scholflstlc 
achievement of pupils of' high intelligence in the various 
socia-economic groups, 8S intellectual ability decressed 
t'rom high to low, the ei'fect of social and economic conditions 
on achievement increased greatly. 
The studies cited here would seem to indicate that the 
socia-economic factor is, indeed, a crucial one, affecting 
not only attitudns towards education, but also the intel-
ligence level and the school achievement of the pupil. 
41 
R.L. Curry, "The Effect of Socio-economic Status on 
the Scholastic .Achievement of Sixth-Grade Children:' 
British Journal of Educational Pa cholo I y..;arr (1962), 
pp. , c ted y B oom, ~., ~. , p . 96. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 
Review of the literature and related studies thus leads 
one to conclude that, of the many factors l~~olved in the 
learning process, age at time of entrance, ~indergarten 
experience or the lack of it, sex, and the socio-economic 
background of the family are factors whose importance should 
not be underestimated. 
f' 
CHAPTER III 
COLLECTION AND TREATMENT OF THE DATA 
This chapter describes the procedure lr¥ selecting the 
, 
saf\'l.p l e , the collection of the data , and the 'itreatment of' 
the data . 
1. SELECTION OF THE SAMPLE 
From those schools in the St. John ' s systems whose 
entrance age is set at six years by December 31 of' the schoo l 
year , a number of students were s elected by stratif'ied random 
sampling . The schools were classified as kindergarten and 
non- kindergarten schools and further sub-d! vided into boys I 
schools , girls I schools , and co- educe. tional schools . This 
was necessary in order to ensure an approximately equal 
number of klnderBarten and non- kindergarten children of' both 
sexes . Fourteen school s were selected froM the twenty- six 
available . 
The initial information was gathered in April , 1968 . 
From the cumulative records , the writer collected the names 
of' all pupils b:orn January - April , September - December , 
1959 , who had entered Grade I in September of' 1965 and were , 
at the time of' testing , in Grade III.. Also inc l uded were 
children in the same age group who had repeated, or who were 
repeating, a grade . Children who had attended nursery school 
were excluded f'rom the study. Other inf'ormation obtained 
36 
from the cumulative records included the occupation of the 
father , and whether or not the cA-ild had attended kinder-
garten . The information on the father t S ociupatlon was 
later checked , where necessary , with the chi ld or with the 
teacher . Comparable data were collected for the eleven-
year- a I ds at the Grade VI level . At this point , the sample 
consisted of 356 eight-year - olds , 40 of' whom were classified 
as repeaters , and 293 eleven- year - olds, 65 of' whom were 
repeaters . The final sample consisted of 320 eight-year-
a I ds, 33 of whom were repeaters, and 273 e l even-year- olds , 
57 of' whom were repeaters , the remainder in both groups being 
absent or otherwise unavai l able for testing . 
Grade III was chosen because it marks the end of the 
primary grades . By the time a child finishes Grade III , he 
should have acquired the basic reading skills to a degree 
which will ensure success in reading . Grade VI was chosen 
because in at least some of' the schools used in the study , 
it marks the end of the elementary grades, the pupils trans -
ferring to Junior High School in Grade VII . By the end of 
Grade VI , a pupil should have extended and consolidat ed the 
basic skills acquired in the primary grades 0 
II. COLLECTION OF THE DATA 
For purposes of this study , the Lorge - Thorndike 
Intelligence Test, Levels Two and Three , was used to assess 
37 
the intelligence of the pupils. This test received a 
favourable rating in the Sixth Mental l-1easurements Year book 
, " 
(Buros, 1965). It was also recommended by ,persons who had 
used the test previously . The tests in Lev.,l Two use only 
pictorial type items. At Level Three , the verbal battery 
Is made up or sub-tests using only verbal items . The non-
verbal battery uses items which are either pictorial or 
numericaL 
The Revised Nelson Reading Achievement Test , Form A, 
was used to assess reading achievement . It was chosen 
becauso of the high rating given it local l y by users of the 
test , and on the basis of a review by Robinson in the Sixth 
Mental Measurements Yearbook (Buros, 1965). The review 
describes the test as a rough measure of reading achievement 
rather than a diagnostic instrument . Since this study is con-
cerned with overall reading achievement rather than with 
diagnosing specific weaknesses , the test appears to be an 
adequate measure. 
Because there were suggestions that the Nelson may be 
unsuitable for Grade III due to the requirement that answer 
sheets be used, a pilot study was undertaken in two Grade 
III classes in one of the city schools . One group was given 
Form A using the answer sheets, the other Form B using test 
booklets . Although those using Form B obtained more high 
r 
scores than did the pupils taking Form A, the latter had 
no difficulty In using the answer ." sheets. The higher scores 
) 
for users of Form B could have been due to a ~ higher Intel-
11gence level or to therect that these children could 
complete more of the test since they could put their answers 
directly in the teat booklet . However, neither of these 
possibilities was investigated because the writer was 
interested only 1n whether or not the elght - year- olds could 
use the answer sheets without difficulty . 
The testing was carried out by the writer during a four 
to five week period 1n May , 1968 . The Lorge-Thorndike 
Intelligence Test , Level Two, non-verbal battery, was admln-
1aterad to Grade III pupils and to those designated as re-
peaters . Both the verbal and the non-verbal batteries were 
adrdnistered to Grade VI pupils and repeaters at this level . 
The tests were then scored and the results tabulated . 
III . TREATJ1ENT OF THE DATA 
A descriptive analysis of the data for the sample as a 
whole follows in Chapter IV . In this analysis , as in the 
statistical analysis described later, the pupils are divided 
into categories of age , grade, sex , kindergarten experience , 
and socio - economic status . The IQ scores , the grade level 
attained in reading, and the percentage reading below the 
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norm are given for each group . This analysis also includes 
such information 88 the number ot, repeaters in the various 
) 
categories of' age , S8X, kindergarten experlemce , and 80010 -
economic statuB. 
Tbe statistical technique used in the study 1s analysis 
of' covariance. Use of this technique nsc8ss! tated a re-
due tion in the B ize of the sample in order to have an equal 
number of cases in the subclasses. This analysis enabled 
the researcher to sort out the e:ffects of some of the 
variables while controlling for others . Since the children 
were not matched on mental ability , it was decided to contro l 
for intelligence, leaving the influence of age , kindergarten , 
sex , and Bocio- economic status to be investigated . Control-
ling for intelligence involves adjusting the mean achieve-
ment score to what it would have been had the children been 
equated on mental ability . A signi:ficance test , the F test, 
was applied to ascertain whether the Mean adjusted dif:ference 
was sur:ficiently lnrge to have arisen :from causes other than 
chance . The . 05 level o:f confidence was selected as the 
l evel at which a difference was accepted a8 significant . 
CHAPTER IV 
DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
The purpose of this chapter;' 1s to prov~de a descrlptl ve 
, 
analysis of the data. No attempt will be m~de, at this 
stage, to ascertain whether or not the differences in the 
reading achievement of the various groups are statistically 
significant. Section I provides data on the reading 
achievement of early and late entrants of both sexes, their 
IQ scores, and the percentage reading below the norm. 
Section II provides data on the reading achievement of 
kindergarten pupils in relation to the factors or age and 
sex. The IQ scores and the percentage reading below the 
norm are also given . Data on the reading achievement of 
pupi ls In terms of socio-econoMic status, age at entrance, 
and kindergarten experience are given in Section III. Data 
on the number at: repeaters in the various categories of age, 
sex, kindergarten, and socia-economic status are given in 
Section IV. Mean scores are used throughout this chapter. 
r. AGE AT ENTRANCE AND READING ACHIEVEMENT 
The composition at: the sample in terms of sex, and 
age at entrance is shown in Table I. As already stated, the 
sanpl e at time of testing consisted of )20 eight-year-olds 
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TABLE I 
NATURE OF THE SAMPLE 
E1ght-year-olds Eleven-year-olds 
Boys 
Early Entrants 84 62 
Late Entrants 86 73 
Girls 
Early Entrants 75 77 
Late Entrants 75 61 
Total 
Early Entrants 159 139 
Late Entrants 161 134 
Total 320 273 
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and 273 eleven-year-olds. The elght-year-olds were made 
up of 170 boys and 150 girls. Ot: the boys, 84 were classl-
) 
fied as early entrants and 86 as late entrants. There were 
75 girls classified as early entrants and 75 as late 
entrants. The eleven-year-olds were made up of 135 boys 
and 138 girls. Of the boys, 62 were early entrants, and 
73 were late entrants; 77 girls were early entrants and 61 
were late entrants. 
Table II ,,1ves the IQ scores, the reading level, and 
the percentage reading below the norm for the elght-year-
alds grouped in terms or sex and age at entrance. Althouih 
a difference of only two months exists between the reading 
achievement of early and late bOYS, and the early and late 
girls, 47.2 percent of the early boys were reading below the 
norm compared with 36 percent for the late boys. The 
corresponding figures for early and late girls are 40 percent 
and 37.3 percent. It is interesting to note that, of the 
four groups, the late girls scored lowest in intelligence 
and highest in terms of reading achievement. If we disregard 
sex, and group the pupils in terms of age only, we see that 
the early entrants are just two months behind the late 
entrants in reading and have .,6.9 percent more reading below 
the norm than do the late entrants. The early entrants are 
slightly superior to the late entrants in intelligence. 
I' 
TABLE II 
IQ SCORES, READING LEVEL, ANp PERCENTAGE READING 
BELOW THE NORM FOR EIGHT-YEAR-OLDS IN kERMS OF 
SEX, AND AGE AT TIME OF ENTRANCE ' 
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IQ' Grade level 
in Reading. 
Percentage reading 
be low the norm 
Boys 
Early Entrants 97 . 2 4.0 47 . 2 
Late Entrants 97.4 4 . 2 36.0 
Girls 
Early Entrants 98.2 4.1 40.0 
Late Entrants 94.0 4.3 37.3 
Total 
Early Entrants 97.7 4.1 43 . 6 
Late Entrants 95.7 4.3 36 . 7 
Norm ~ 3.9 
*Mean Scores 
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Table III gives the IQ scores of the various groups 
of eleven-year-olds, the reading level att,ined by each 
group, and the percentage in each group reading below the 
norm. As can be r eadily seen, there are o~ly slight dif-
ferences between the IQ scores of the four groups. However, 
there 1s a difference of six months between the reading 
achievement of early and late boys, and a difference of' five 
months between the ~eadlng achievement of early and late 
girls. The early };lays have 59.7 percent reading below the 
norm, compared with 43.8 percent for late boys. The corre-
sponding f'igures for early and late girls are 54.6 and 39.3. 
The early boys are l'eadlng two months below the norm. The 
other groups are reading at, or beyond the norm. If we dis-
regard sex, and group the pupils in terms 01' age only, we 
see that the early entrants are reading six months behind 
late entrants 01' si~ilar intelligence and have 15.6 percent 
more reading below the norm than do the late entrants. 
II. KINDEllGARTEN AND READING ACHIEVEl-IENT 
The composition 01' the sample in terms of kindergarten 
experience, sex, and age at entrance, is shown in Table IV. 
Of the 320 eight-year-01ds tested, 157 had had kindergarten 
experience and 163 had not. There were 170 boys and 150 
TABLE III 
i 
IQ SCORES, READING LEVEL, AND PERCENTAGE READING 
I 
BELOli THE NORM FOR ELEVEN-YEAR-OLDS IN TERMS 
OF SEX, AND AGE AT TIME OF ENTRANCE 
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IQ' Grade level Percentage reading 
in Reading* be low the norm 
Boys 
Early Entrants 105.6 6 .7 59.7 
Late Entrants 106.8 7.3 43.8 
Girls 
Early Entrants 105.3 6 . 9 54.6 
Late Entrants 104.7 7.4 39.3 
Total 
Early Entrants 105.3 6.8 57.2 
Late Entrants 105.8 7.4 41.6 





COMPOSITION OF THE SAMPLE OF EIGHT-YEAR-~LDS GROUPED 
ACCORDING TO KINDERGARTEN EXPERIENC~, 
SEX, AND AGE AT ENTRANCE 
Kindergarten Non-Kindergarten 
Boys 
Early Entrants 36 48 
Late Entrants 41 45 
Total 77 93 
Girls 
Early Entrants 41 34 
Late Entrants 39 36 
Total 80 70 
Total 
Early Entrants 77 82 
Late Entrants 80 81 
Total 157 163 
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girls. Of the boys, 77 had attended kindergarten, 93 had 
not; 80 of the girls had attended kindergarten , 70 had not. 
Table V gives the IQ scores, reading ~evel, and the 
percentage reading below the norm for the qlght-year-olda 
gr ouped according to kindergarten experience, sex, and age 
at time of entrance. As can be seen, the kindergarten 
boys, both early and late entrants, score alike on intel-
ligence and on reading. However, the early entrants have 
a higher percentage reading below the norm than do the late 
entrants . Similarly, the kindergarten girls, both early 
and late entrants, score alike on reading, but the late 
entrants have a lower IQ and a higher percentage reading 
below the norm. In the non-kindergarten group , the boys, 
both early and late entrants, have similar IQ's. However, 
the early entrants are three months behind the late entrants 
in reading achievement, and have 14.1 percent more reading 
below the norm than do the late entrants. In the non-
kindergarten girls group, the early entrants have a slightly 
higher IQ, score .four months behind the late entrants in 
reading achievement, and have 9 . $ percent more reading below 
the norm than do the late entrln ts. The non-kindergarten 
early entrants of both sexes are reading below the norm. 
If we disregard sex, and group the pupils in kinder-




IQ. SCORES, READING LEVEL, AND PERCENTAGW READING 
I 
BELOW THE NORM FOR EIGHT-YEAR-OLDS GRqUPED 
ACCORDING TO ~INDERGARTEN EXPERIENCE, 
SEX, AND AGE AT ENTRANCE 
IQ* Grade level Percentage read!] 
in reading* below the norm 
BoyS 
Early Entrants 1C 102.5 4.5 33.3 
Late Entrants ~ 102.5 4.5 29.3 
Early Entrants ~ 91.8 3.6 56.3 
Late Entrants NK 92.3 4·0 42.2 
Girls 
Early Entrants JC 102.4 4.4 26.8 
Late Entrants IC 96.3 4.4 28.2 
Early Entrants N~ 94.6 3.7 55.9 
Late Entrants N~ 91 .7 4.1 46.4 




in Table VI, the early and late entrants with kindergarten 
experience score alike on reading achlevemert. There Is a 
slight difference in IQ favouring the early entrants. There 
I 
Is also a slight dIfference in percentage reading below the 
norm, favouring the late entrants. In the non-kindergarten 
group, the early entrants are four months behind the late 
entrants in reading achievement and have 11.3 percent more 
reading below the norm than do the late entrants . There Is 
a very slight difference in intelligence favouring the 
early entrants. 
The composition of the sample of eleven-year-alds 
grouped in terms of kindergarten experience, sex and age at 
entrance, Is shown in Table VII. Of the 273 children at 
this age level, 111 had attended kindergarten and 162 had 
not. There were 135 boy. and 138 girls. Of the boys , 49 
had attended kindergarten and 86 had not; 62 of the girls 
had attended kindergarten while 76 had not. 
Table VIII gives the IQ scores, reading level, and 
percentage reading below the norm ror the e1even-year-olds 
grouped according to kindergarten experience, sex and age 
at entrance. As can be seen rrom the table, the kindergarten 
boys who had entered early are rive months behind the late 
entrants in reading achievement and have 10.6 percent more 





IQ SCORES , READING LEVEL, AND PERCENTAGE READING 
BELOW THE NORJ~ FOR EIGHT_YEAH_OLDS GROUPED 
ACCORDING TO ~INDERGAHTEN EXPERIENCE, 
AND AGE AT ENTRANCE 
IQ* Grade level Percentage readl~ 
in Reading* be low the norm 
Kindergarten 
Earl y Entrants 102 .5 4.5 29.9 
Late Entrants 99.4 4 .5 28 . 8 
Non- Kindergarten 
Early Entrants 93 . 2 3. 7 56.1 





COMPOSITION OF THE SAMPLE OF ELEVEN-YEAn.OLDS GROUPED 
ACCORDING TO KINDERGARTEN EXPERIBNCE. 
SEX. AND AGE AT ENTRANCE 
Kindergarten Non-Kindergarten 
Boys 
Early Entrants 16 46 
Late Entrants 33 40 
Total 49 86 
Girls 
Early Entrants 34 43 
Late Entrants 28 33 
Total 62 76 
Total 
Early Entrants 50 89 
Lat. Entrants 61 73 





IQ SCORES, READING LEVEt, AND PERCENTAGE READING 
BELOW THE NORM FOR EL~EN-YEAR-OLDS'GROUPED 
ACCORDING TO KIND~RGARTEN EXPERIENCE , 
SEX, AND AG~ AT ENTRANCE 
IQ* Grade level Percentage read 
1n Reading. below the nor 
----------------------------------------------------
Boy. 
Early Entrant. K 107.4 7.1 50.0 
Late Entrants PI: 109.0 7.6 39.4 
Early Entrants NK 102.7 6.5 63.0 
Late Entrants NK 104.5 6.9 47.5 
Girl. 
Early Entrants K 106.1 7.3 41.2 
Late Entrants lC 108.3 8.0 25.0 
Early Entrant. NK 104.5 6.6 65.1 




a slight differenoe 1n intelligence favouring the late 
entrants. In the kindergarten ~rls group" the early 
entrants are seven months behind the late et1trants In 
reading achievement and have 16.2 percent mhre reading 
below the norm than do the late entrants. Here, also, a 
slight difference In intelligence favours the late entrants. 
In the non-kindergarten group, the early boys are four 
months behind the late boys In reading achievement, and 
have 15 .5 percent more reading below the norm than do the 
late entI'm ts. A small difference In intelligence ravours 
the late entrants. In the non-kindergarten girls group , 
the early entrants are rour months behind the 1& te entrants 
In reading achievement and have 13 . 6 percent more reading 
below the norm than do the late entrants. The early 
entrants score slightly higher than the late entrants in 
intelligence. In the non-kindergarten groups, the early 
entrants of both sexes are r eading be low the norm. 
If we disregard sex and categorize pupils into kinder-
garten and non-kindergarten groups according to age at 
entrance, we have the situation shown in Table IX . The early 
entrants with kindergarten experience, although slightly 
super ior to the late entrants in intelligence, are six 
months behind them in reading achievement, and have 11.2 
percent more reading below the norm than do the late entrants. 
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TABLE 'IX 
I Q SCORES, READING LEVEL, AND PERCENT4GE READING 
BELOli THE NORM FOR ELEVEN-YEAR-OmS GROUPED 
ACCORDING TO KINDERGARTEN EXPERIENCE, 
AND AGE AT ENTRANCE 
IQ* Grade level Percentage reading 
in Reading" below the norm 
Kindergarten 
Early Entrants 111.B 7.2 44.0 
Late Entrants 10B.7 7.B 32.B 
Non-Kindergarten 
Early Entrants 103.6 6.6 65.2 
Late Entrants 102.B 7.0 49.3 
Norm = 6 .9 
*Mean Scores 
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The early entrants who did not attend kindergarten are 
rour months behind the late ent~ants in reading achievement, 
and have 15.9 percent more reading below t~e norm than do 
the late entrants . There is a slight difference in Intel-
ligence favouring the early entrants. 
Table X gives a summary of the reading achievement of 
the whole s8J1lple of eight-and eleven-year-alds grouped 
solely on the basis of kindergarten or the lack of it . The 
IQ scores and the percentage reading below the norm are 
also given. At the elght-year-old level, the non- kindergarten 
group 1s 8.4 points below the kindergarten group in intel-
ligence, six J'Ilonths behind them in reading, and has 21 .1 
percent more reading below the norm than does the kinder -
garten group . At the eleven- year-old level, the non- kinder-
garten group is 7.1 points below t he kindergarten group in 
intelligence , seven months behind them in reading achieve-
ment, and has 18.9 percent more reading below the nort!l than 
does the kindergarten group. 
Could the fact that at both levels the k indergarten 
group is superior to the non-kindergarten group in intelli-
gence be attributed to the influence of the kindergarten 
year or to the influence exercised by the socio-economic 
background of the child? The next section provides some 
data relevant to this question . 
TABLE }[ 
IQ SCORES, READING LEVEL, AND PERCENTA/lE READING 
BELOW THE NORM FOR EIGHT-AND ELEVEN-,YEAR-OLDS, 
KINDERGARTEN AND NON-KINDERGARTEN 
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IQ* Grade level Percentage reading 
in Reading* below the norm 
E1ght-Year-Olds 
Kindergarten 101.0 4.5 29.4 
Non-Kindergarten 92.6 3.9 50.5 
Eleven-Year-Olds 
Kindergarten 110.3 7.5 38·4 
Non-Kindergarten 103.2 6.8 57.3 
*Mean Scores 
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III. SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS AND READING ACHIEVEMENT 
In all, a total of 593 chltdren were 'tfested. These 
, 
came from every socio-economic level on the Bll,ehen Scale. 
I 
As already explained in Chapter I, classes 1 to 4 on the 
scale are classified as high socio-economic status (high 
SES), and classes 5 to 7 as low socio-economic status 
(low SES). 
Table XI gives the compos! tion of the 88J1lple in terms 
of socio-economic status, and age at entrance. A total of 
105 of the elght-year-olds and 81 of the eleven-year-olds 
are from high socio-economic backgrounds, while 21$ elght-
year-olds and 192 eleven-year-olds are from low 80c10-
economic background8. 
Table XII gives the IQ scores, reading level, and 
percentage reading below the norm for elght-year-olds 
grouped according to socia-economic status and age at 
entrance. In the high SES group, the pattern established 
for a ge at entrance is reversed, the early entrants being 
four months ahead of the late entrants in reading achieve-
ment and having 11 percent less reading below the norm than 
do the late entrants. A slight difference in intelligence 
favours the early entrnnts. In the low SES group, however, 
the early entrants, although superior to the late entrants 
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TABLE X! 
COMPOSITION OF THE SAMPLE IN TERMS OF soarO-ECONOMIC 
STATUS AND AGE AT ENTRANCE 
Elght-year-olds Eleven-year-olds 
High SES 
Early Entrants 56 37 
Late Entrants 49 44 
Total 105 81 
Low SES 
Early Entrants 103 102 
Late Entrants 112 90 
Total 215 192 
Total 320 273 
TABLE lip 
, 
IQ SCORES, READING LEVEL, AND PERCENTAGE READING 
BELOW THE NORM FOR EIGHT-YEAR-OLOS GROUPED 
ACCORDING TO SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS 
AND AGE AT ENTRANCE 
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IQ* Grade level Percentage reading 
1n Reading* be low the norm 
High SES 
Early Entrants 103.8 4.8 19.6 
Late Entrants 100 .3 4.4 30.6 
Low Ses 
Early Entrants 94 .4 3.6 56.3 




in intelligence, are rive months behind them in reading 
achlev6l'lent, and have 17 percent ... more reading below the norm 
) 
than do the late entrants. 
Table XIII gives the IQ scores, reading level , and 
percentage reading below the norm. for the eleven-year-alds. 
In the high SES group, the early entrants are three months 
behind the late entrants 1n reading achievement, and have 
7.8 percent more reading below the norm than do the late 
entrants. In the low S}!S group, the difference between the 
reading achievement of the early and late entrants Is greater, 
the early entrants being nine months behind the late entrants 
and having 20.1 percent more reading below the norm than do 
the late entrants. The IQ scores for early and late entrants 
in the high SES group are similar, as are the scores for the 
early and late entrants in the low SES group . 
A breakdown of the total sRIIlple into categories of 
socio-economic status, kindergarten experience, and age at 
entrance is given in Table XIV. At the eight-year-old level, 
there were 105 children in the high SES bracket, 74 of whol'l. 
had attended kindergarten. There were 215 children in the 
low SES bracket, 83 of whom had attended kindergarten . At 
the eleven-year-old level, there were 81 children in the 
high SES bracket, 51 of whom had attended kindergarten. 
TABLE XIII 
) 
IQ SCORES, READING LEVEL, AND PERCENTAGE READING 
BELOW THE NORM FOR ELEVEN-YEAR-OLOS 'GROUPED 
ACCORDING TO SOCIa-ECONOMIC STATUS 
AND AGE AT ENTRANCE 
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IQ* Grade level Percentage reading 
in Reading'" below the norm 
High SES 
Early Entrants 111.6 7.8 35.1 
Late Entrants 112.7 8.1 27.3 
Low SES 
Early Entrants 102.1 6.1 65 . 7 






COMPOSITION OF THE SAMPLE I1i ' TERMS OF S0CIO-ECONOMIC 
, 
STATUS, KINDERGARTEN EXPERIENCE, AND AG~ AT ENTRANCE 
E1ght-year-olds Eleven-year-olds 
High SES 
Early Entrants K 39 19 
Late Entrants K 35 32 
Early Entrants NK 17 18 
Late Entrants ~'K 14 12 
Total 105 81 
Low SES 
Early Entrants K 38 31 
Late Entrants K 45 29 
Early Entrants NK 65 71 
Late Entrants NK 67 61 
Total 215 192 
Total 320 273 
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There Were 192 children in the low SES bracket, 60 of whom 
had attended kindergarten. ) 
Table XV gives the IQ scores J reading leVel, aiand 
percentage reading below the norm for the elght-yeaaar-old8 
grouped according to socio-economic status , klnder~arten 
experience, and age at entrance. The early entranttt. s in the 
high SES bracket who had attended kindergarten s cO~e higher 
than any other group on both intelligence and read11!tng. 
Compared with the late entrante in the same bracke~ , they 
are 4.9 points ahead in intelligence and five montl1bs in 
reading achievement, Rnd have 12.5 percent les8 re~dlng below 
the norm than do the late entrants. Similarly, th6ee early 
entrants w1 thout kindergarten experience are two mCiOonths 
ahead of the late entrants in reading and have 7.6 percent 
less reading below the norm than do the late entr8..lIlJt1ts. The 
two groups are alike on intelligence. There is a 1t:rour-month 
difference between the reading achievement of the ee.ear1y 
entrants in the kindergarten and non-kindergarten U.groups 
favouring the kindergarten group. The early entraL1::nts who 
attended kindergarten have 12.5 percent reading be :":: low the 
norm compared with 35.3 percent ror the non-kinder@l garten 
group. There is a three-month difference between ~ the 
reading achievement of the late entrants in the kil ~ ndergarten 




Ie< SCORES, READING LEVEL, AND PERCENTA1lE READING 
BELOW THE NORM FOR EIGHT-YEAR-OLOS GROUPED IN 
TERMS OF SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS, KINDERGARTEN 
EXPERIENCE, AND AGE AT ENTRANCE 
IQ* Grade level Percentage reading 
in Reading· below the norm 
High SES 
Early Entrants K 105.1 4.9 12.8 
Late Entrs,nts K 100.2 4.5 25.7 
Early Entrants 1lK 100.7 4.4 35.3 
Late Entrants 11K 100.4 4.2 42.9 
Low SES 
Early Entrante K 99.7 4.0 47.4 
Late Entrants K 90.3 4.2 31.1 
Early Entrants NK 91.3 3.3 61.5 
Late Entrants NK 92.7 4.1 44.8 
Norm = 3.9 
*Mean Scores 
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kindergarten have 25 . 7 percent re ading below the norm 
compared with 42 . 9 percent f'or 'bhe non-kln~ergarten group _ 
A study of the data for the low SES ~oup revea l s that 
, 
late entrants, both kindergarten and non-kindergarten pupi l s , 
surpass early entrants in reading ach i e vement . The ear l y 
entrants with kindergarten experience , although l!luperlor in 
intelligence by 9.4 points , are two monthe behind the late 
entr ant:!! in reading and have 16.3 p ercent more reading below 
the norm than do the late entrants . The early entrants 
wi thout kindergarten experience are eigh t months behind the 
late entrants in reading and have 16 . 7 percent more reading 
below the norm than do the late entrants . The IQ scores are 
sll'lilar for both groupe. 
There i8 a 8even-11lonth difference between the reading 
achievement of the eRrly entrants in the kindergarten and 
non-kindergarten groupe. A difference of jU8t one month 
exists between the reading achievement of the l ate entrant~ 
in the kindergarten and non-kinnergarten group8 . The early 
entrants who attended kindergarten have 47 .4 perc ent reading 
below the nOrrrl compared with 61.5 percent f'or the early 
entrant8 without kindergarten experience. The late entren ts 
who attended kindergarten have )1 . 1 percent reading below the 
norm compare d with 44 . 8 percent for the late entrants without 
kindergarten experience . 
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At the eleven-year-old level, there were 81 children 
in the high SES bracket, 51 of wqom had attended klnder-
i 
garten. There were 192 children in the low ~SES bracket, 
60 of whom had attended kindergarten. 
Table XVI gives the IQ scores, reading level, and 
percentage reading below the norm for the eleven-year-olds 
grouped according to socio-economic status, kindergarten 
experience, and age at entrance. The late entrants in the 
high SES group who had attended kindergarten surpass every 
other group in reading achieV8f1lent . However , they have a 
slightly larger percentage reading below the norm than do 
the early entrants. The two groups are similar in Intelll-
gence. In the non-kindergarten group , the early and late 
entrants score alike on reading achievement and have 
similar IQ's~ The early entrants have a slightly larger 
percentage reading below the norm than do the late entrants. 
The early entrants with kindergarten experience have 15.8 
percent reading below the norm compared with 55 .6 percent 
for the early entrants without kindergarten. The late 
entrants who attended kindergarten have 18.8 percent reading 
below the norm compared with 50.0 percent for the late 
entrants without kindergarten experience. All groups in 




IQ SCORES, READING LEVEL, AND PERCENTA1JE READING 
BELOW THE NORM FOR ELEVEN-YEAR-OLDS dROUPED IN 
TERMS OF SOCIO- ECONOMIC STATUS, KINDERGARTEN 
EXPERIENCE, AND AGE AT ENTRANCE 
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IQ* Grade level Percentage reading 
in Reading* below the norm 
High SES 
Early Entrants K 112.1 8.1 15.8 
Late Entrants K 113.9 8 .4 18.8 
Early Entrants NK 111.1 7 . 5 55 .6 
Late Entrants NK 109.) 7 . 5 50.0 
Low SES 
Early Entrm ts K 103 .1 6 . 7 61.3 
Late Entrants K 101.1 7.2 4 8 .3 
Early Entrants NK 101.7 6.3 67.6 
La te Entran ts NK 101.5 6 . 9 44.4 
Norm = 6 . 9 
*Mean Scores 
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In the low SES group, the late entrants with klnder-
garten experience are five mont1rl.s ahead of 1 the early 
entrants in reading achievement and have 1) percent fewer 
I 
reading below the norm than do the early entrants. 
Similarly in the non-kindergarten group, the late entrants 
are six months ahead of the early entrants in reading and 
have 23.2 percent less reading below the norm than do the 
early entrants . The early entrants who attended kinder-
garten have 61.) percent reading below the norm compared 
with 67.6 percent for the early entrants without kindergarten 
experience. The late entrants who attended kindergarten have 
48.) percent reading below the norm compared with 44.4 for 
the late entrants without kindergarten experience. Only the 
early entrants, both kindergarten and non-kindergarten, are 
reading below the norm. 
Table XVII gives a summary of the reading achievement 
of the whole sample of eight-and .eleven-year-olds grouped 
solely on the basis of the socio-economic status or the 
family. At the eight-year-old level, the children from high 
socio-economic backgrounds are superior in intelligence to 
those from low socio-economic backgrounds by 8 .1 points and 
are six months ahead of' them in reading achievement. The 
high SES group has 24.8 percent reading below the norm 
compared with 49.3 for the low SES group. At the eleven-year-
TABLE XV!! 
IQ SCORES, READING LEVEL, AND PERCENTAJJE READING 
BELOli THE NORM FOR EIGHT-AND ELEVEN-YEAR-OLDS 
GROUPED ACCORDING TO SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS 
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IQ* Grade level Percentage reading 
in Reading· below the norm 
Elght-year-olds 
High SES 101.6 4.5 24 . 8 
Low SES 93.5 3 . 9 49.3 
Eleven-year-olds 
High SES 111.6 7.9 30 . 9 
Low SES 101.9 6.8 65.7 
*Mean Scores 
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old level, the children from high socio-economic back-
grounds are superior in Intelllg.nce to tho~e from low 
socio-economic backgrounds by 9.7 points ana are nine months 
I 
ahead of' them in reading achievement. The high SES group has 
30.9 percent reading below the norm compared with 65.7 per-
cent for the low SES group. 
IV. REPEATERS 
As stated in Chapter I, the sample at the time of 
testing included a number of eight-and eleven-year-olds who 
had entered Grade I at the same time as the Grade III 
students and Grade VI students being tested but who had 
repeated or were repeating a grade. Table XVIII shows that 
there were 33 repeaters, 22 boys and 11 girls, among the 
elght-year-olds. Of the boys, 15 are cla ssified as early 
entrants and 8S late entrants. Of the girls, 8 are early 
entrants and 3 are late entrants. There are twice 8S many 
boys as girls repeating at this level. Of the eleven-year-
olds, 57 are repeaters. At this level, there are more girls 
than boys among the repeaters, 27 boys as compared to 30 
girls. Of the boys, 16 had entered school early and 11 had 
entere d late; 20 of the girls had entered early and 10 had 
entered late. 
Table XIX gives the nUJl'lber of repeaters grouped on the 
basis of k indergarten experience and age at time of entrance. 
I' 
TABLE XVIII 
REPEATERS INCLUDED IN THE STUDY IN TERMs OF SEX, 
AND AGE AT TIME OF ENTRANCE, 




Early Entrant~ 15 16 
Late Entrants 7 11 
Total 22 27 
Girls 
Early Entrants 8 20 
Late Entrants 3 10 
Total 11 30 
Total 
Early Entrants 23 36 
Late Entrants 10 21 





REPEATERS INCLUDED IN THE SAMPLE GROUPED 'IN TERMS OF 
KINDERGARTEN EXPERIENCE AND AGE AT ENTRANCE 
Number of' Repeaters 
Elght-year-olds Eleven-year-olds 
Kindergarten 
Early Entrants 6 
Late Entrants 2 5 
Total 9 11 
Non-Kindergarten 
Early Entrants 16 30 
Late Entrants 8 16 
Total 24 46 
Total 
Early Entrants 23 36 
Late Entrants 10 21 
Total 33 57 
r 
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Of the 33 elght-year-olds, 9 had attended kindergarten 
and 24 had not. There are 7 earJ.,y entrants and 2 late 
) 
entrants in the kindergarten group of repeaters. In the 
non-kindergarten group, there are 16 early ~ntrants and 6 
late entrants repeating a grade. Of the e leven-year-olds, 
11 had attended kindergarten and 46 had not. In the 
kindergarten group, there are 6 early entrants and 5 late 
entrants repeating a grade . In the non-kindergarten group, 
there are 30 early entrants and 16 late entrants who are 
repeating a grade. 
Table XX shows the number of eight-and eleven-year-old 
repeaters grouped on the basis of socio-economic status, 
kindergarten experience, and age at entrance. In the high 
socio-economic group, there are 3 eight-year-old repeaters--
2 early entrants with kindergarten experience, and 1 late 
entrant who had not attended kindergarten. In the low 
socio-economic group, there are 30 repeaters. 01' these, 
21 are early entrants--5 with kindergarten experience and 
7 without such experience. In the eleven-year-old group, 
there are 8 repeaters in the high socia-economic bracket; 
5 01' these are early entrants who had attended kindergarten. 
In the low socia-economic group, there are 30 early entrants 
repeating; 5 01' these had attended kindergarten and 25 had 
not. There are 19 late entrants repeating a grade; 4 of 
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TABLE 7J. 
REPEATERS INCLUDED IN THE SAMPLE GROUPED IN TERMS OF 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS, KIND~GARTEN EXJERIENCE, 
AND AGE AT ENTRANCE 
Hl&h SES 
Early Entrants K 
Late Entrants K 
Early Entrants NK 
Late Entrants NK 
Total 
Low SES 
Ear ly Entrants K 
Late Entrants K 
Early Entrantl!!l NK 




























these had attended kindergarten and 15 had not. There are 
19 repeaters in the low SES group compared with 11 re-
peaters in the high SES group. 
v. SUMMARY 
In this chapter, a descriptive analysis of the data 
has been presented. No attempt haa been made to hold 
certain variables constant or to check i'or signifIcant 
differences. This will be done in Chapter V. 
In summary, it would seem that the factors of age at 
entrance, sex, kindergarten experience, and the socio-
economic status of' tffi :family do In1'luence the reading 
achievement of chIldren. In general, the late entrants 
surpassed the early entrants in reading achievement. 
Similarly, the children with kindergarten experience sur-
passed those without this experience, and those from high 
socio-economic background surpassed those i'rom low socio-
econoJl'1ic background. It should be noted that, in general, 
the children wi thout kindergarten experience came i'rom low 
socia-economic homes. They were also the lowest of the 
groups in intelligence. The fact that, at the eight-year-
old level, early entrants in the high SES bracket scored 
higher on reading than did the late entrants may be the 
result of slightly higher intelligence on the part of the 
I' 
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early entrants, or it may indicate that age at entrance may 
have less significance for chl1dr.en from high socio-economic 
) 
homes. The importance of the kindergarten Jliear to success 
in reading may be indicated by the fact that' the non-klnder-
garten pupils at both socio-economic levels, and partlcu-
lsrly in the high SES bracket, had a much larger percentage 
reading below the norl'1 than did the kindergarten pupils in 
the same SES bracket. The fact that the percentage of low 
SES pupils reading below the norm was more than twice that 
of high SES pupils indicates the influence of the 90c10-
economic factor on reading achievement. Finally, the re-
peaters included in the sample, were, i'or the most part, 
children who had entered school early, children who had not 
attended kindergarten, and children from low socio-economic 
homes. 
CHAPTER V I' 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
In this chapter, the resul~~ of the statistical 
analysis are described and discussed. Mean} scores are used 
throughout the chapter. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
As has been already stated, a total of 593 children 
were tested. Of these, 310 were elght-year-olds and included 
33 repeaters; 273 were eleven-year-olds and included 57 
repeaters. For purposes or statistical analysis, 1 twas 
decided to exclude the repeaters from the study . Table XX! 
shows the remaining 187 elght-year-olds and 216 eleven-year 
alds divided into catep;orles of grade , age at entrance, 90010-
economic status, and kinde r garten experience. 
As can be readily seen from the table, there are, for 
each grade , sixteen groups of unequal N's to be compared on 
four variable.!. To facilitate the analysis, each cell was 
reduced by random .!election to rive subjects. For statistical 
analysis, then, N = 160. 
Table XXII giv es the IQ scores , and the grade level 
attained in reading for Grade III pupils categorized 
according to aee at entrance, sex, socia-economic status, 
and kindergarten experience. Table XXIII gives comparable 
information for Grade VI pupils. 
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TABLE XXI 
COMPOSITION OF THE SAMPLE WITH REPEATERS E1CLUDED GROUPED 
IN TERMS OF GRADE, SEX, AGE AT ENTRANCf; , SOCIO-
ECONOMIC STATUS, AND KINDERGARTEN EXPER IENCE 
Kindergarten Non-kindergarten 
Ear ly Late Early Late 
Grade III 
Girls 
High SES 19 19 5 5 
Low SES 20 20 23 28 
Boys 
High SES 17 16 12 8 
Low SES 14 23 26 32 
Grade VI 
Girls 
High SES 13 12 8 5 
Low SES 16 12 20 22 
Boys 
High SES 6 6 5 6 
LowsES 9 9 26 24 
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TABLE XXII 
IQ SCORES AND GRADE LEVEL ATTAINED IN READING FOR 
GRADE III PUPILS GROUPED ACCORDING TO) AGE AT 
I 
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IQ SCORES AND GRADE LEVEL ATTAINED IN READING FOR 
GRADE VI PUPILS GROUPED ~'CCORDING TO AGE AT 
I 
ENTRANCE , SEX, KINDERGARTEN EXPER~ENCE, 
AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS 
Early Entrants Late Entrants 
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IQ* Grade leve 1 
in Reading· 




High SES 109.4 8.4 1l0.8 8 . 5 
Low SES 108 .4 7.7 1l0 . 0 7.9 
Boys 
High SES 1l0.8 8.2 1l0.5 8.3 
Low SES 1l0 . 2 7.1 111.0 7.9 
Non-kindergarten 
Girls 
High SES 114. 8 7.0 108.8 7.3 
Low SES 1l0.6 6 . 6 109.2 8 . 2 
Boys 
High SES 113.4 8.3 115.6 8 .4 
Low SES 110.0 7.2 111.8 7.9 
·Mean Scores 
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II. RESULTS OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
The research hypotheses were tested by) analysis of' 
covariance. This statistical technique ena~les the re-
I 
searcher to control for one or more variables, while sorting 
out the effects of' the factors Wlder investigation. Since 
the groups were not matched on intelligence, it was decided 
to control for this variable. This involved adjusting the 
mean achievement score to what it would have been had the 
children been matched on mental ability . A test for slgnlfi-
cance, the F test, was then applied to determine whether the 
mean adjusted differences were Bu!'flciently large to have 
arisen from causes other than chance. The advantage of using 
this type or analysis is that the significance of the inter-
action of all the .factors involved can be tested. 
Table XXIV shows the adjusted sum o.f squares and the F 
r atio .for each o.f the variables and .for the interaction o.f 
these variables. Only three of the dil'ferences were found 
to be significant, those on age at entrance, Bocio-economic 
status, and, as was to be expected, grade . None of the 
interactions between the various factors were significant . 
This would lead one to conclude that any significant dif-
ferences fOWld on anyone factor are due, primarily, to 
tha t fac tor. 
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TABLE XXIV 
ADJUS TED SUM OF SQUARES AND F" RATIOS FOR) F..ACH OF THE 
VAR IABLES AND FOR THE I NTERACTION OF THEilE VARIABLES 
SS' df MS F 
A 0 .4 <1 N. S . 
B 894.5 4.85 p. . 05 
1822 .2 9 . 88 p. . 01 
D 326 . 8 1. 77 N. S . 
E 39206.5 212.48 p. . 01 
AB 81.8 <1 N.S. 
AG 24.3 <l N. S. 
AD 595 .7 3.23 N.S . 
AE 121.2 <1 N. S. 
BC 165.3 < 1 N. S . 
BD 322.0 1.80 N.S. 
BE 0 .7 1 < 1 N. S . 
CD 73 . 0 < 1 N. S. 
CE 78.0 <1 N. S. 
DE 226.5 1.23 N.S . 
ABC 156.4 < 1 N.S. 
ABD 253 . 8 1 1.38 N.S. 
ABE 237 .6 1 1.29 N.S . 
t' 
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TABLE XXIV (continued) 
ACD 6. 1 <1 N. S . 
) 
ACE 3 .1 < 11 N. S . 
ADE 234 . 0 1 1:27 N. S . 
BCD Uf. 2 1 <1 N. S . 
BCE 33 . 4 <1 N. S . 
BDE 6 . 7 1 <1 N. S . 
CDE 477.2 2 . 59 N. S . 
ABCD 272 .1 1.47 N. S . 
ABCE 341.8 1 1.85 N.S. 
BCDE 109.0 1 < 1 N. S . 
ABDE 0 . 6 1 <1 N.S. 
ACDE 601 .4 1 3.26 N. S. 
ABCDE 202 .4 1 1.10 N. S . 




Key to Variables - A Sex 
B Socio-Economic Status 
C Age of Entranc e 
D Kindergarten Experience 
E Grade 
Hypothesis Number One. 
The major hypothesis of the study was that late entrants 
are superior to early entrants in overall re.kding achieve-
ment. An F ratio of 9.88, significant beyond the .01 level 
of confidence, permits the acceptance of this hypothesis. 
Since the interactions between age and kindergarten, age and 
sex, and age and socia-economic status were not significant, 
it may be assumed that this difference in reading achieve-
ment between early and late entrants is due to the difference 
in age at time of entrance. 
Hypothesis Number Two. 
It was hypothesized that girls surpass boys in overall 
reading achievement. The F ratio shows that sex was not a 
significant factor in the reading achievement of the pupils 
involved in this study. The hypothesis is, therefore, 
rejected. 
HypotheSiS Number Three. 
It was hypothesized that children with kindergarten 
experience are superior in reading achievement to children 
who have not had such experience. An F ratio of 1.77, too 
small to be significant, does not permit the acceptance of 
this hypothesis. 
HypothesiS Number Four. 
It was also hypothesized that early entrants with 
kindergarten experience surpass early entrants who have not 
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had such experience. Rejection of the hypothesis that 
kindergarten children surpass no~-klndergarten children 
leads to the rejection of this hypothesis a~so. The F ratio 
for the interaction of age and kindergartenl was not large 
enough to be significant. 
Hypothesis Number Five. 
It was hypothesized that children from high 80c10-
economic backgroWlds are superior to children from low 80010-
economic background in overall reading achievement. This 
hypothesis is accepted. The F ratio of 4.85 is significant 
beyond the .05 level of confidence. 
Hypothesis Number Six. 
This hypothesis states that there is a greater dlf-
terence In reading achievement between the kindergarten and 
non-kindergarten pupil in the low socio-economic bracket 
than between the kindergarten and non-kindergarten pupil in 
the high socia-economic bracket. As kindergarten is shown 
to have bad no significant effect on the reading achievement 
of the groups, this hypothesis must be rejected. 
III. DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS 
The major purpose of' the study was to ascertain whether 
the age difference between the oldest and youngest of the 
Grade I entrants is a significant factor in the later reading 
t' 
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achievement of the groups. Analysis of the dats, involving 
sorting the effects of the varlouB factore--rge, sex, 
kindergarten experience, and socio-econOldc ~ ta tus- - and 
, 
controlling for intelligence, indicates that the older child 
does have the advantage over the younger child in the present 
organization in the Province or Newfoundland . It may be 
argued that the differences in reading achievement between 
early and late entrBIlts could be dne to differences in mental 
age . This is quite possible. However, the fact remains that 
under present admission policies , chronological age Is the 
sale criterion on which admission to school is based . Hence, 
younger children , in some cases practically a year younger 
than their older classmates, are admitted to first grade and 
are expected to cOT'lpete with the older children all the way 
through school . An incoming Grade I class usually has an age 
range from 5 years 8 months to 6 years 7 months . 
The relationship between the socio - economic background 
of pupils and their achieve1"lent in reading was another factor 
investigated in this study . The fact that , in general , the 
lower inte lligence groups and the non-kindergarten groups 
carne from low socio - economic backgrounds, has already been 
noted . Analysis showed , however, that even when the children 
were equated on intelligence , those from high Bacia - economic 
backgrounds were far superior in reading achievement to those 
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from low socio-economic backgrounds. None of the inter-
actions of the socio-economic ractor with the other variables ) 
were found to be significant. This would indicate that the 
differences found between the high and low abele-economic 
levels were due to the influence of this factor. 
Another purpose of the study was to investigate the 
re latlonshlp between kindergarten experience and 18 ter 
reading achievement. Although the sample as a whole yielded 
higher scores for the kindergarten group, 1 t should be noted 
that this group also scored higher on intelligence and that, 
in general, they came from higher socio-economic backgrounds 
than the non-kindergarten group. This may account for the 
rnet that the mean dl:fference in reading achievement between 
kindergarten and non-kindergarten groups was fairly large 
before the groups were equated on intelligence . It i~ 
interesting to note that for the groups used for statistical 
analysis, the IQ ranged from 100.4 to 115.6, with one 
exception--a 91.8 i'or a non-kindergarten group in Grade III . 
Lower Iq groups were not, then, represented in the statis-
tical analysis, and no statements can be made for these 
groups. This may account, in part, i'or the non-significance 
of the kindergarten factor, since, presumably, children of 
higher intelligence may be expected to adjust quickly to a 
learning situation regardless of whether or not they have 
had kindergarten experience. 
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A related hypothesis, also rejected, was that early 
entrants with kindergarten experi.enee are superior in 
) 
reading achievement to early entrants without such ex-
pariance. The rationale for this hypothesis was that the 
experience of the kindergarten year would have g1 ven the 
kindergarten early entrant an advantage over the non-klnder-
garten e 8rly entrant . Analysis shows, however that age at 
entrance is a more important factor than kindergarten in 
relation to reading achievement. 
The hypothesis that there 1s a greater difference 
between the kindergarten and non-kindergarten pupil in the 
low socia-economic bracket than between the kindergarten 
and non-kindergarten pupil in the high socio-economic bracket 
was also rejected. Here, the rationale was that kindergarten 
experience would have a greater effect on the reading achieve-
ment of children from low socio-economic backgrounds than on 
the reading achievement of children from high socio-economic 
backgrounds. Presumably, children from high socio-economic 
backgrounds would have a good chance of succeeding in school 
whether or not they had attended kindergarten. Since, 
however, the interaction between the kindergarten and socio-
economic factors was not signif'icant, this hypothesis could 
not be accepted. 
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These hypotheses were made on the basis of the findings 
of previous studies. It should be ,\noted, however, that 
many earlier studies investigating reading ac~levement 
involved a limited number of variables and that, in many 
cases, the interactions between the variables were not 
analysed. While it 1s clearly impossible to include, in 
anyone study, all the factors that may be related to reading 
achievement , it is well to match or control as many variables 
as possible. 
CHArI'ER VI 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
The study sought to investigate some OfJthe factors 
which were thought to be related to the readtng achievement 
of school pupils. The major emphasis of the study was the 
relationship between age at entrance to Grade I and reading 
achievement in Grades III and VI. Other :factors assessed 
for their relationships to reading achievement were klnder-
garten experience, sex, and the socia-economic status of the 
family. 
The subjects were 593 children in Grades III and VI in 
selected elementary schools in the city of S£. John's. A 
number of children who had entered Grade I at the same time 
as the Grade III students and Grade VI students in the sample 
but who had repeated a grade were included in the testing. 
This was done in order to ascertain which of the factors 
being investigated were related to retardation in the grades. 
The pupils were divided into groups according to age at 
entrance, kindergarten experience , sex, and the socio-economic 
status of the family. The Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Test 
and the Revised Nelson Reading Test were administered to all 
the pupils in the sample. Although the data for the sample 
as a whole were not treated statistically, a descriptive 
analysis was given in Chapter IV. The statistical analysis, 
involving analysis of covariance, was performed on the data 
for a stratified random sample of 160 Bubjects. This 
analysis was described in ChapteI'. V. 
1. MAJOR FINDINGS 
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Chronological age at time of entrance to Grade I was 
round to be a significant factor in influencing later read -
ing achievement. Not only were the late entrants signifi-
cantly superior to the early entrants in achievement, but 
there were nearly twice as many repeaters among the early 
entrants. Had these been included in the statistical 
analysis, the difference in the reading achievement of early 
and late entrants would have been even greater. 
Socia-economic status, also, was found to be an 
important factor related to reading achievement, the pupils 
from high socio-economic backgrounds scoring significantly 
higher in reading than pupils froI'l low socio-economic back-
grounds. Again, retardation in the grades was linked to 
socio-economic status. Of the 90 repeaters tested, 79 
came from low socio-economic backgrounds. 
Sex was not found to be a signi:ficant factor in the 
reading achievement of pupils involved in this study. 
Although the sample as a whole yielded a slightly higher 
reading score for gir ls, the difference was not found to be 
statistically significant. Of the 90 repeaters, 49 were 
boys and 41 were girls. 
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The kindergarten factor was not significantly related 
to reading ach ievement. In general, the nonrklndergarten 
groups bad the lowest intelligence level, c8~e from the 
, 
lower socio-economic brackets, and had the greatest nUl'lber 
of repeaters. The average IQ soore for the whole sample of 
elght-year-olds was 10 1 for kindergarten pupils and 92.6 
for non-kindergarten pupils. For the eleven-year-olds the 
average score was 110.3 for the kindergarten pupils compared 
with 10).2 for the non-kindergarten pup118. or the 325 non-
kindergarten pupils, 264 were from low socio-economic back-
grounds. The non-kinnergarten group had 70 repeaters com-
pared with 20 for the kindergarten group. 
II. IMPLICATIONS 
Two major int'erences arise :from the findings of this 
study. First, there is evidence to support the practice of 
establishing a minimum age at which children can be adll'litted 
to Grade I. While some children admitted before the age of 
six are, undoubtedly, making favourable school progress, at 
least 50 percent of the early entrants tested were reading 
below grade level. It is recOlmnended that, unless adequate 
testing services can be made available at entrance, six 




A second major inference arising :from this study Is 
that there Is a def1n! te need for. special pre-school educa-
) 
t10n for children from lower socio-economic 'groups . While 
early schooling 1s probably desirable for ail children , it 
may be considered 0. necessity for the children :from these 
backgrounds . The vast majority of children from low socio-
econoMic backgrounds included in this study had not been to 
kindergarten. It Is necessary I then, that not only should 
kindergarten be made available to this class of children, 
but that arrangements be made for supplementary learning 
experiences either preceding, or in conjunction with, the 
kindergarten program. It Is recommended that studies be 
initiated into types of programs likely to be effective and 
that pilot projects be undertaken . 
III. RECOMHENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
In view of the fact that , contrary to most findings, 
the kindergarten fector was not found to be significantly 
related to reading achievement, it is reconnnended that 
studies be initiated into the types of kindergarten programs 
presently available to students in Newfoundland . While it 
may not be advisable to establish a set program for kinder-




It Is further recommended that the influence of age 
at entrance, and of klndergarten·~ experience) be studied in 
, 
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